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Xlibris, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 150 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This is a story of Mexican family that arrived in
America in the 1920s for the first time. And so, it is a tale of immigration, settlement and cultural
adjustment, as well as generational progress. Carlos B. Gil, one of the American sons born to this
family, places a magnifying glass on his ancestors who abandoned Mexico to arrive on the
northern edge of Los Angeles, California. He narrates how his unprivileged relatives walked away
from their homes in western Jalisco and northern Michoacan and traveled over several years to the
U.S. border, crossing it at Nogales, Arizona, and then finally settling into the barrio of the city of
San Fernando. Based on actual interviews, the author recounts how his parents met, married, and
started a family on the eve of the Great Depression. With the aid of their testimonials, the author s
brothers and sisters help him tell of their growing up. They call to memory their father s trials and
tribulations as he tried to succeed in a new land, laboring as a common citrus worker,...
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Reviews
This kind of pdf is every little thing and taught me to looking forward and more. It is one of the most incredible book i have read. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for about should you check with me).
-- Miss Amelie Fr itsch DVM
This book is fantastic. It really is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am pleased to explain how this is the greatest ebook i actually have go through in
my personal daily life and can be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Mr . Za cha r ia h O 'Ha r a
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